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Renovated S ude
thing for ever.y o e
Lindsay Aschim
Staff writer

This fall, as students first
stepped into the newly renovated student center, a mixture
of reactions took place.
As one of the newest
changes on campus this semester, the tudent center has received both positive and negative remark .
While many people were
glad to ee the improvement
that were made, it might not
have been what aU Coastal student. wanted.
The immediate rea tion of
many student wa \i aried.
Breanne Terry, jUnIor, commented, "I think it' co I hell.
It' like the Marion!'
Ith the
new game room and different
hours, It now offers a more veratile place for tude 15 to hang
out between c1 e and into fu
mght. Teny ad
it before but 1'11
time now.'
With the new renovation
many al 0 feel that it' a much
more laid back and comfortable
environment. "The new layout
and colors are a lot better- its a
much better atmo phere," aId
Catherine Conder, enior.
While everyone seem to appreciate the changes, many tu-

dents still feel that Coastal i n't
completely answering their
needs. With the idea of a campus pub still fre h in many minds
the first reaction of one Coastal
student was "Where's the beer?"

... It' s a
much better atmosphere.
ot only are orne not ati fied
with the idea of a coffee hut intead of a pub, they al 0 feel that

place to relax between cl

es

Concer series
off to a great star

impro ements
should have been
made el ewhere.
Penny Miller,junior.
said, .. The Student
Center was adequate
to begin with.The
improvements are
nice but not necesary. There are 0
many other things
that needed improvements.l would
have rather een the
money pent on the
library."

ica Day hopes for anoth r chanc
d on the weekends.

Students frewards i

c al
eer

Kisha Grate
Jessica Jooston

StafJwnter

Staff writer

cited for hi band to be repreented at Coastal and mentioned
On August 22, Coastal Productions kicked off the fir t in a pos ible CD release party on
campu.
the Concert in the Park erie
Coastal Facility Management
with Brown House
"K I' c k'1 n g is working hard to move
Produclionz.
This series consists oft' t h e week- the concen to the more
of 5 concerts in a row end with a amiable location of
runmng thru the 19th friday after- Spadoni Park. Origiof
September.
nally. Coa tal Produ Coastal Productions noon concert tIon had planned for
A t. Coordinator of is a great wa~ thi locatton, ut p wer
Publicity. Porter Med- to relax
requirement ould not
ley, feel' plea<;ed with
be met.
The next band to be
the crowd at the first two concert . Medley feels that ,"kick- featur d.Latitlufe will hopeful1 '
ing off the weekend with a be able to play in the de ired lofriday aft rnoon concert j a cation.
This will release mu h of th
great way to relax after a hard
week of c1a')ses.·'
faculty in the Prin e BUlldm
Manager for The Kind AI due to the decrease in the nOl ~
McConni , was extremely ex- and the growing crowd.

Aero s the nation, young
women are cheering for their
fa orite athletic leam . The e
oung women are notju t fan
of the game, theu enthu ia m
and 10 e of their team ttancend to others.
The e young women are
called Cheerleader . They are
re pon ible for encouraging
oth r to cheer and help motlate their team. Thi i a tough
Job that 1 often rewarded m
IctOry.
Tammy Imp on. an EIementar Edu a110n major,
I 'e cbeerleadmg 0 m
that no only IS h
member
of the CCU quad but he I
al 0 a member of th ea D II
The Se Doll are heerl der for e Mynle Bea h Sea

y ung Irl m mder nen
thr ugh fifth grade Th c1m-

menl.

~
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Announcements
Coastal Carolina University welcomes new faculty memljers
Ten new faculty members have joined Coastal Carolina University for the 1997-1998 academic year. A listing of new faculty
members by academic school follows: .

E. Craig Wall Sr. School of Business
Administration and Computer Science
*Carl Dresden is a visiting assistant professor of marketing.
He is working toward his Ph. D. in international business/marketing at the University of South Carolina. Dresden earned a M.B.A.
at Brigham Young University in 1991 and served as a research
analyst and vice president of research services for Parea Group in
Orem, Utah, in 1992 and 1993.

School of Education and Graduate Studies
*Joseph Winslow is an assistant professor of educational technology and teacher education. He earned a Ph.D. in curriculum
and instruction with an emphasis in computer technology from
the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Prior to joining the
Coastal faculty, he taught at North Carolina Central University.
Winslow also has taught in the Burlington City Schools and Hyde
County Public Schools of North Carolina.

School of Humanities and Fine Arts
* Donna Brown is a lecturer in Spanish. She earned a master's
degree and a bachelor's degree in Spanish language and literature
from the State University of New York at Buffalo. Brown taught
at Buffalo State College and at SUNY-Buffalo.
* Alys Culhane is an assistant professor of English. She
earned a Ph.D. in composition and rhetoric from the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Prior to joining the Coastal faculty, she
taught at Slippery Rock University. Culhane also has worked as
an editor for newspapers and literary journals and has published
many articles and two book-length works.
* Maria Ennabe is an instructor of Spanish She earned a
Ph.D. in curriculum and instruction and methods of teaching foreign language from St. Louis University. Ennabe ha<; taught at the
University of Missouri and St. Louis, Nonheast Missouri State
University and the University of Wisconsin at Whitewater.
* Brian Schroeder is an assistant professor of philosophy.
He earned a Ph.D. and a master's degree in philosophy from the
State University of New York at Stony Brook. His areas of specialIzation include contemporary continental philosophy and ethics. Schroeder formerly taught at the University of Southern Maine
in Portland.
* Kristi Stembrecher is a lecturer in Spanish. She earned a
master's degree in Spanish from Winthrop University and a
bachelor's degree in history from Coastal Carolina University,
where she minored in Spanish. Steinbrecher was director of the
Foreign Language Instructional Center at Coastal from 1988 to
1994.

School of Natural and Applied Sciences
*Scott E. Cross is a visiting instructor of marine science. He
earned a Ph.D. in earth sciences from Duke University. His research has focused on geochemical records of environmental
change. Cross is a member of the American Geophysical Union
and the Council on Undergraduate Research.
*David W. Evans is an associate professor of chemistry and
chair of the chemistry/physics department. He earned a Ph.D. in
organic chemistry from Louisiana State University. Evans comes
to Coastal from Presbyterian College where he taught undergraduate chemistry. He is active in the American Chemical SOCiety, the
Council on Undergraduate Research and the South Carolina Academy of Sciences.
* Mary E. Wisgirda is a visiting assistant professor of biology. She earned a Ph.D. in neuroscience from Florida State University. She has served as a postdoctoral research associate at the
Yale University School of medicine and has published many scholarly articles on physiology and neuroscience.

Call 803/248-7200 or 1-800-868-ARTS

Wednesday 3

MondayS

*CotTee House 7 p.m
*Minority Student Mixer
*Entries due for pre
season flag football;
*Fellowship of Christian
Athletes- huddle meeting
*African American
Association 3 p.m.
*Issue comes out!

*SGA Meeting 3 p.m.
*Pre season flag footbaU
begins
*Rich Gage Crusade
CCU stadium

Thursday 4
*Society of Undersea
World meeting 6 p.m.
Science 106

Friday 5
*Concert in the park
*STAR-CCU volunteers
*Julius Caesar opens at

Thesday 9
*Entries due for flag
•
football
*Pre season fl~g football
*Rich Gage Crusade
CCU stadium

Wednesday 10
*Pre season fl~g football .
*Rich Gage Crusade
CCU stadium

Thursday 11

Wheelwright

*Open mic night

Saturday 6

Friday 12

*Free concert featuring
Aaron JeotTery 7 p.m.
Wheelwright

*Concert in the Park
*Spades Tournament

Monday 15
Sunday 7

*SGA meeting 3 p.m.

*Greek Flag Raising 12
noon - 2 p.m.
*Rick Gage Crusade
CCU stadium

The

Campus
Emergency
Phone Number

347-2911

r--------.,

I
I The Chanticleer
I
I Positions available:
I
Photographer
I Editorial
Writer
I Ad Sales
I
I For information:
Room 203
I in the Student Center.
I

.. --------~
If your club or
organization has a
planned event, please
notify The Chanticleer.
The Chanticleer office
is in Room 203 in the
Student Center. This
calender will be updated on a biweekly
basis.

Chanticleer
Editor-in-Chief..................................................Tabby Shelton
Managing Edi~or ..................................................... Kisha Grate
BusinessMan~ger ..........................................••.... Oave Myroup
Arts Director.:................................................. Jessica Johnston
Photography Editor ............................................. Beth Roddick
Sports Editor ............................................................. Kit Kadlec
Adviser ....................................................... Or. SIeve Hamelman
Computer An~lyst ............................................... Poner Medley

Staff
Cheryl Butler·Adams, Jennifer Coffin, Jessica Day, Thomas DeMana.
Jeff Farley, Paul Lewis, Mark Miller, Cristina Moore, BJ Ringdahl,
Lois Turner, Hansel Varn, Cary Vam, Cristina Young

All correspondence should be sent to:

The Chanticleer
P.O. Box 1954
Conway, SC 29526
Phone: (803) 349-2330 Fax: 349-2316
Letters Policy
All lellers must be typed. signed with the author's name. address, telephone
number, major, and position or relation to the college. AlIlellers should be limited to
250 words. With no exceptions. allieners will be edited for length. clarity. and libelous
or lewd material. Any accusations made in leners by the author are subject to confirmation and must be supported by factual materials. Letters may be delivered to The Chan·
ticleer office in Room 203 of the Student Center. Letters may also be mailed to the
above address.
The Chanticleer is published biweekly·week, except whenextenuating circum·
stances apply. Anicles in The Chanticleer do not necessarily express the op. nions of the
staff oflbe Chanticleer or of Coastal Carolina University. Letters submitted will be
edited. lbe Chanticleer is funded through the Student Media Committee and advertis·
ing revenue. This newspaper is protecteil under the copyright laws of the United States.
All submissions become property of The Chanticleer.

Member of the S.C. Press Association
"I don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as
lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on my roost, if
only to wake my neighbors up."
-Henry David Thoreau
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Campus ews
Top priori y is 0 pro
al African-America S
Denise Pa1mer

Students make a difference for
American Red Cross blood drive
Beth Roddick
Staff writer

On August 26 "Students Taking ActIve Responsibility" known
as S.T.A.R held a blood drive on campus with the Red Cro s.
Even though the drive was held only four days after choo]
began, the turn out was fantastic. According to
S.T.A.R coordinator Amber 1cArthur, their
scheduled hours were II-2:00pm, but they extended the time due to the amount of tudents
still waiting to donate.
Ms. McArthur exclaimed that the Red Cross
was gomg Into the Labor Day weekend with
only a one day supply of blood, and he hopes
that with the two dozen or so blood donors at
Coastal that problem was alleviated a little.
McArthur al 0 wished to thank everyone who
• helped put the drive together, as well as everyone who donated, and she hopes that there will
be an even greater re ponse next time.
Anyone wishing to join S.T.A.R or who
would like to get more information about
S.T.A.R activities should contact Amber or any
other member of S.T.A.R or come up to the
S.T.A.R office, upstairs in Room 203 of the Student Center.
The next scheduled S.T.A.R activit will be
CCU volunteers on September 5.

The African American As 0clation is an organizatIon of tudent who have untted to aid In
the creation and m intenan e of
a wholesome en Ironment in the
university communit}.
The organization i active in
campu government and ponors edu ational and 0 ial
events. The club i open to all
students.

Interested in being
an Active Volunteer? Herels Your
Chance!
Iennifer Coffin
Sttlffwnler

Volunteer opportunitie are out there
and what better way to find out about them,
that to in ite those organizations to Coastal.
On Frida . September 5th. S.T.A.R.
(Students Taking Active Re ponsibility). will
be holding a c.C.U. Volunteers event.
Between the Student Center and the Singleton Building, variou organization wlll et up
tables with information and opportunitie about
volunteering.
In conjunction with Coa tal Productions'
Concert in the Park, S.T.A.R. hopes to cater to
a larger segment of the campus. Such organizations that will be
"this event
attending include
the Horry County
will increase
Shelter Home,
cooperation
Citizens Against
between comSpouse (CASA),
and the Humane
munity organiSociety.
zations and the
Volunteer opportunities include
university"
not only the benefit of heling out, but ossibly also an internship
opportunity and colege credit. depending on the
,tudent's major. Amber McArthur, coordinator
of S.T.A.R. hopes that" "this event will in-

crease cooperation between community organizations and the unh'ersity to benefit all
of Horry County."
ThIS cent gives student an opportuntty to meet variou organilation bef re Larting their volunteenng job.
If you would like more mformation
about thi ' event or about .T.A.R., pIca econtact
Amber McArthur or J.T. Dednch, oordinators
of S.TA.R.. at 349-2337.

not bank"

'ewly elected pre ident
Treda Smith ay ,"We ant to
promote unit among all Arrian Ameri an tud nt on ampu and to promot theIr 10vohement in other ampu
th nies."
In addition to e\eral oth r
event planned for lhl emeter, the lub ill b ho ting th
25th Anni er ary Celebratl n of
the African Ameri an A
Ilion on December 5, 1997 1 the

ya
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Here we go again, fa-Ise
alarms are off-- and ringing

If you'd like to make a call
please hang up and try again
Beth Roddick
StajJwriter

Have you recently picked up
your phone and discovered that
there was no dial tone? Well
the problem may not be in your
phone, chances are it is the
phone company.
HorryTelephone Co-operate
is the server for the majority of
Horry county, including
Conway and Coastal. Lately,
especially at nights and on
weekends ,they have been receiving more calls than their circuits can handle, which is related to your phone not getting
a dial tone.
Residents of A-F dorms have
been experienceing similar
problems including buzzing
noises and beeps throughout
their telephone conversations.
The phone company explained
that the noises may be due to
the workman digging outside of
the buildings, attempting to 10-

....

cate cables, and the phone lines
may have been loosened in the
process.
According to Bill Litman,
Assistant Director of Residence
Life, residents are advised to
report problems as soon as they
are discovered.
During the week, before
5pm, residents can report problems to the office of Residence
Life directly. After business
hours students should call their
RA, or to the front desk, where
an R.A can be reached 24 hours
a day.
Mr. Litman also said that during the summer the phone lines
are deactivated so any problems
in the lines aren't discovered
until students report them in the
fall.
Coastal students living off
campus who are having similar
problems should dial61l to report a problem with HTC directly.

....

:-~

you

~

Jessica Day
Staff writer

Any student who stayed in
Residence Hall M last year
would remember the astronomical number of fire alarms
that occurred.
So far this semester there
have been three incidences.
Hopefully, there will not be a
repeat of last year's episodes.
The first one occurred on August 20 at about 10: 3Opm. This
one was deemed a communication failure.
Apparently, there was a
break in the telephone communication between the campus
and the service area. Since the
system is fail-safe, the building
immediately went into alarm.
The second fire alarm was on
August 25 at approximately
I :30am. A fire extinguisher

~he 'u~ure

Virgo (Aug 23- Sep 22): Be more
social and join your friends for
lunch; let them see your chann.

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21): Get
motivated. Express your individuality and show off your talents.

Aries (March 21- April 19): Be
spontaneous; spend time with close
friends; speak your opinion in group
settings .

Sagittarius ( Nov. 22- Dec. 21): You
are a great leader, Set a good
example for others. Try to think of
the fairest solution to a family
problem

Taurus (April 20- May 20) : Be
creative; success will come
professionally; tackle any problems
you've left unattended.
Gemini (May 21- June 21): You are
tested by love, be honest to yourself,
clear communications will avoid
misunderstandmgs.
Cancer (June 22- July 22): Don't
fear change, think positive; put off an
important decision until the evening.

Leo (July 23- Aug. 22): You're in
need of comfort and quiet surroundings. Give yourself a break and sort
out your concerns.
Libra (Sep. 23- Oct. 23): Be
confident; make some changes in
your appearance; save your money
for a rainy day.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19): Choose
a career oppurtunity that will make
you happy no matter what the
income. I nvol ve yourself in events
and activities.
Aquarius (Jan 20- Feb 18): You'll
show your eccentric side-Dare to be
different. Don't mull over the past.
Pisces (Feb 19-March 20): Don't be
overcritical of others; go to the
beach and leave the
behind.

Office of Residence Life

347-2406
24 Hour Hotline

• Sterling Silver Jewelry •
Amethysts • Crystals
Rainbow Obsidian SpheTes*

CAPE
LANDING

Want or Need
Housing?

APARTMENTS

lne coadallwi1lfl
We're Just Minutes AwayFrom CCU!
Spacous 1,2,& 3 Bedroom Apartments with
Outstanding Amenities!
Come Check Out Our Pool, Sauna, & Fitness
Center!

Call 293-CAPE For More Info! OR
Visit Us At Our Website At:
HTIP: / / www.rent.net/cape landing!

*

*'

*

Indian Masks
• Embroidered Blouses & Dresses.
Reproductions of Aztec & Maya Art.

+++++++++++++++
444·2077
1607 N. Kings HWY

was taken from the wall, causing the dust particles to set off
the alarm.
The alarm went off a third
time on August 29 at 7:55pm.
We do not have confirmation yet
as to what caused this one, but
it is said that it was pulled.
The students remain outside,
sometimes for up to an hour,
while the Resident Assistants
and firemen check the building
for a source of fire and make
sure all residents have evacuated.
Several measures are being
taken to prevent any students, or
nonresidents, from pulling the
alarm just for the sheer fun of
getting everyone out of the
building.
However, the majority .of the
residents do not find it amusing
and do not want a repeat of last
year.
Pulling false alarms is extremeIy dangerous. Nationwide, many deaths have occurred because people don't
bother to leave a burning building. They assume another false
alarm is taking place.
They would hide in their
rooms and eventually suffocate
form the smoke or die from the
extreme heat from the fire.
Once an alarm goes off, the
security gates in front of the
dorms are closed to prevent any-

one else fromeniering. Another
precaution being taken in the
ink packs that are on the fire
alarm, tlJat explode on the hand
of whoever pulls the alarm.
The .ink packs contain an
indellable dye that remains on
your hand for ap extended period of time.
When the students come
back into the residence hall after the building has been thoroughly checked, they are asked
to hold up their hands before
they enter, to show that they do
not have the dye on them.
There has also been discussion on having cameras installed in the halls of the dorms,
but there has been bo final word
on this as of yet.
Anyone caught pulling the
alarm without justified reason
will be prosecuted. They will
be expelled from the university
and if they live on campus, they
will lose their housing contract
without refund. If anyone knows of someone
who has pulled an alarm, or is
going to pull an alarm, they are
encouraged to call one of the
hall directors, who can be
reached through the Office of
Residence Life at 347-2406.
The conversation will be confidential and the situation will
be handled discretely.

CLASSIFIEDS
RENTERS!! Myrtle Beach Resort Condo Living nn, dining nn,
full kitchen, balcony, 2full baths, 2
bedrooms (one with queen bed, one
with 2single beds). Pool, sauna, hot
tub, game nn, workout nn, laundry
matt, and ocean view. $800 per
month, utilities included up to $60
per month. Sept-May calIS03-6352061 (Gail Parker)

ON CAMPUS PART TIME
Students who would like to be employed on the campus need to report to The Office of Student Employment, Student Center, Room
206 to register for services and review available positions. Most oncampus jobs are filled by September 15th, but tum over or development of new positions create job
openings all year round. All currently enrolled students are eligible
for employment on campus.
For the following positions
please apply at The Office of Student Employment.
ANALYST
COMPUTER
Coastal Carolina Association of
Realtors, $6.00-$8.00/hr. 20-30 hrs/
wk . Major In Computer Science
required.
CLERICAL/C U STOMER
SERVICE Vaught Eye Associates,
$5.50 and up depending on experience. Any major. 2p.m.-7:30p.m .•
Mon-Fri and some Saturdays.
CHURCH NURSERY ATTENDANT Kmgston Presbyterian
Church, 5-7:30 p.m. Wednesday
evening only. $15.00 and evening
mea\. Holiday breaks include

Christmas week, EaSter week and
the last Wednesday in October.
DELIVERY /KITCHEN
HELPER Lazy River Cafe,
Conway. $6.00Ihr. Small Soup and
Sandwich Shop.
WAIT STAFF/ KITCHEN
HELPER Inlet Crab House,
Murrells Inlet. $5.15 and up depending on experience for kitchen
helper. $2.13 + tips for waitstaff.
Will work around your class schedule.
HOSTESS/CASHIER/
WAITSTAFF Plantation Pancake
House, north end of Myrtle Beach.
Pay rates vary by position.

~
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Keep your head above water
not one of the brand new Gateway 2000 models which are in
the CAl-Lab.
The CAl-Lab in room 204 of
the Prince building has state of
the art hardware. with 24 IBM
compatible, Gateway 2000
Paul Lewis
computers in addition to variStaffwrittr
ous Macintosh systems. The
Classes have been in session software packages that are
for a little over a week and you available will support word proare already three weeks behind cessing, spreadsheet, database,
in your class work. Now what? graphing as well as desk top
Well, don't panic. The Aca- publishing needs. Students will
demic Center is ready, willing also be pleased to know that the
and able to help you with your CAl-Lab also provides an email outlet in addition to the
troubles.
Coastal
Carolina internet search capabilities.
Abdallah Haddad CAl-Lab
University's Academic Center is
divided into five separate Coordinator said, "There were
branches all designed to help 18,000 student visits last year
you the student, succeed at an average of 140-180 students
Coastal Carolina University. per day. This year, after five
The branches of the center are: days of class we are averaging
Computer Assisted Instruction 100 students per day." 'There are
Laboratory (CAl-Lab); Foreign several places in the area that
Language Instructional Center offer computer instruction for
. (FLIC); Writing Center; Math- beginners fOT a fee. Haddad
ematics Laboratory and the said, "We assist in computer
Testing Center. With the excep- projects ranging from word protion of the math lab, which is cessing to statistical analysis at
located in E. Craig Wall School. no additional cost to the stuof Business Building, all of the dent." The lab is open to all
center's branches are located Coastal students, faculty and
upstairs in the Eldred E. Prince staff.
There have been times in the
BUilding.
Dr. John Vrooman Director past when the lab was operatof the Academic Center said. ing at full capacity with students
"More and more we are getting waiting for a computer to be
the word out to the student body free. Haddad said, "OUT policy
and encouraging them to use the is that during normal. school
hours academic projects have
facilities we have."
For students who fear writ- priority." He added, "Expansion
ing that first essay in English is possible in the future." 'There
10 I, the Writing Center offers are distinct differences between
a wide range of services to get the CAl-Lab and the computer
you started. Sara Sobota coor- labs in the Wall building. 'The
dinator of the center said, "We main underlying difference is
work one on one with the stu- the instruction that is offered.
The CAl-Lab offers indident, brainstorming [for topics].
drafting, revising and editing." vidualized tutoring as well as
Writing is, after all an act of scheduled workshops on basic
constant revision. "The writing software. 1be tutoring in the lab
assistance we offer is not lim- is done by 10 students two of
ited to essays. we also work which are computer science
with other writings such as lab majors. Haddad said the basic
reports. psyche [psychology] requirements for tutors in the
papers and business papers," lab are: "A knowledge of computers, they have to be friendly
said Sobota.
Faculty assistance is pro- and patient."
vided by Penny Rosner and
1be CAl-lab hours of operaSally Purcell from the Humani- tion are Monday -Thursday
ties Department. Assisting the 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m., Friday 8:30
faculty, are 12 student tutors a.m. - 4 p.m. with no weekend
from a myriad of degree pro- hours available. Haddad said,
grams. Coastal had an enroll- "There are plans to extend the
ment of 4,477 students for lab hOUTS. Monday -Thursday
school year 1996-97. Sobota 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m., Friday 8:30
said. "We had 2,400 students all a.m. 2 p.m and Sunday 3. - to
of last year." It is not known how p.m.
The testing center under the
many were repeating students.
The writing center has sev- direction of Kathleen Sullivan
eral programs planned for the has had a busy summer. Sullivan
upcoming term, including said, "During orientation. we
workshops in structuring essays had four sessions with 150 stuand MLA style. There will also dents, administering math and
be a tutor available in the fresh- foreign language placement exman dorm on Monday and ams." Sullivan also said the cenWednesday between the hours ter cOhducts testing for College
of 6 and 9 p.m. The writing Level Entry Program Exams
center is al 0 connected to the (CLEP-Exams), Miller Analoinformation uper highway with gies Testing (MAT) for Gradua computer. Student tutor Becky ate students as well as testing
Seaman said, "I don't know how for distance and satellite stufast it will be." The computer is dents.

If you feel like you
are drowning Academic Centers can
be your life preservers

The testing center al 0
provids courtesy testing for students from other schools in addition to proctoring make up
exams for Coastal student .
Sullivan aid. "We had two
young men from Scotland who
took the finals for their course
here [at Coastal]. The schedule
for the testing center is still a
work
in progre . Sullivan
said, "It's basically done, it just
needs to be approved by Dr.
Vrooman."
The Math lab i de igned to
help students with problem
solving skills and conceptual
knowledge in courses like Algebra, Trigonometry and Calculus. The lab offers individual
one on one as istance in a tudent friendly environment.
Vrooman said, "There have
been a lot of positive change
in the math lab. If you haven't
been by there yet you should."
Many students at Coastal
have prior experience in foreign
language classes, some don't
the Foreign Language Instructional Center doesn't care. they
can help you either way.
Suzanne Thomp on FLIC Director said the key to learning a
foreign language is fun. "If you
don't like it then you will build
a block and resist learning.
Choose a language you are interested in." There are several
different theorie on how: to
learn a foreign language, Thompson thinks "music i a great
way." There are several instances of musical groups
learning English through music,
Emmy Award winning ABBA
for example. Thompson proudly
holds up an album in Latin of
Elvis Presley songs. She said,
"Elvis in Latin, proof that Latin
and the King are alive and kicking." For you Elvis fans Tenere
Me Ama is Latin for "Love Me
Tender."
Resources that are available
for student use at the center are
dictionaries, reference materials, a reading library and television broadcasts in foreign languages. "We offer tutoring in
four different languages [Latin.
French. Spanish, and German]
by appointment." Ten tutors
from ranging from freshman to
seniors operate the center. The
hours are 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Monday- Thursday and 8:30
a.m. 3 p.m. on Friday. Thompson encourages students to eat
lunch at the language tables on
campus. For Spanish the table
is called mesa de espanol, German i stammtisch and French
i La table francaise . She said,
"Go listen. speak and eat lunch."
Educators agree the be t way to
learn a foreign language is to
immerse yourself in it.
Vrooman spoke highly ofthe
administration and his staff.
"The administration headed by
Dr. [Ron] Ingle [Uni ersity
President] Dr [John] Idoux
[Provost/vice president for Academic Affairs] have I;>een very

oft

upportive. A great deal of the
change we have enjoyed would
not be pos ible without their
uppon.' A ~ r the taff. "I am
truly bles ed b the quality of
people I ha e managing the
lab . They understand what it
takes to put together a total
package."

by Mark Parisi
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Student Services
The Academic Center is a network of support labs
designed to promote student success. These labs include:
*Computer Applications
*Mathematics
*Study Skills
*Writing
*Spanish, French, German, or Latin
*Reading
*Test Preparation

Computer Assisted Instruction Library (CAl Lab)
Prince Building, Room 204
The CAl lab provides assistance to students, faculty,
and staff who need help with computer projects. The CAl
lab has state-of-the-art hardware and a collection of
software that support word processing, spreadsheet,
database, graphing, and desktop publjshing capabilites on
IBM and Apple computers.
Foreign Language Instruction Lab
Prince Building, Room 213
This lab supports courses offered by the Department
of Foreign Languages. They offer dictionaries and refemce
materials, tutoring by appointment, live television broadcast in foreign languages, foreign language computer
excercises, magazines and newspapers, audio cassette
duplicating, and two audio labs for listening to and
recording class exerCises.
Writing Center
Prince Building, Room 209
The Writing Center provides assistance to those who
would like to improve their writing, reading, and study
skills through workshops and individual tutorial sessions.
Mathematics Laboratory
Wall Building, Room 120
The lab is designed to assist students with problemsolving skills and conceptual knowledge in courses such as
Algebra, Geometty, Trigonomety,and Calculus.
Testing Center
Prince Building, Room 215
The Testing Center is responsible for the administration of national and speclalized departmental examinations
as well as all placement testing for the university.

The Chanticleer Publication Dates
Fall 1997
Deadline Dates

Publication Dates

August 15th ...................... .... .......... .. ....... ................ ............... .. August 21st

Work, I have so much to acccomplish
Today I fell asleep in History 30 times
Not the only lush dreamy type, no
More like, can't keep my fluttering lids open
Please hit me over the head with a brick?
I can barely move my mouth
It's extremely pitiful, I should know.
This education has realized its limitation.
What are jellybeans? Jelly is not a plant.
If it was, wouldn't it grow from a bean:?
Why not a jar? I'm slipping into wann
Melting away from my green appointment book.
Just scrape me off the seat
I could slide into a short fat jar
Cap me off from the world
and Lable me marmalade.

•

composed by Jessica Johnston

Coastal Carolina University presents the

Aquila Theatre Company of London
production of

ULIUS
ESA
William ShakespeareJs monumental
tragedy ofpolitical and personal struggle

August 28th ..... .. ............ .. ..... ........ ............... ... .................. .. .September 3rd
September 11th ............................................................... September 16th
September 25th ... ............................ .......................... ... ....... September 30th
October 9th ............ ......... ....... .. ....................................... October 14th

Friday, September 5, 1997 • 7:30 p.m.

October 23rd ...................................................................... October 28th

Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University
TIckets: $15, $5 students

November 6th ................................ . ................................ ... November 11th
November 20th .................... .. ............................................. December 2nd
*Events beyond our control can alter this schedule.
Any changes will be posted ASAP.
Deadline for submitting articles or information is 5 p.m. on the deadline
date. Submissions must be typed and include a contact person 's name and
phone
number.
Send submissions to :
The Chanticleer
P.O. Box 1954
Conway, SC 29526
Phone: 349-2330

Information:
Wheelwright Box Office, weekdays n()on to 5-p.m., 349.2502

COASTAL CAROLINA
UNIVERSITY
CcasJal Carolina UnWmily is an ajfirmoJit~ acJjon, IIqlloJ lfPOrltmily msliblfiotl.
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Perspectives
What would you do if you found out
your significant other was HIV positive?
She said ...

He said .•.
I can't imagine my girlfrien<Fwith HIV?! Obviously
I'm assuming my girlfriend
because if it was a one night
stand I really screwed up using that other part of my body
for my brain.
I would certainly be
shocked by the answer. I
would be angry with my girlfriend and nervou for
myself in case I contracted the disease. I think I would
get in line at the physician's centre for a test to see if I
was a positive carrier ofHIV. Depending on how sexually active I am, I could have transmitted the disease to
someone else without knowing.
Before the action of sex should be the discussion of
the subject of sex and part of the discussion revolves
around how monogamous your partner is. I think having sex involves trust and good communication because
if their is something you need to know that you don't
know, you can be in trouble that cannot be reversed.
The best advice I can give to anyone wanting to hook
up is use protection-condoms, raincoats or whatever
you want to call them, make sure you use them and if
you don't have them, don't do it

If I found out that my ignificanl other wa infected
with HIV the first thing that I
would do is go out and be
tested myself. Dealing with
the fate of my significant other
would be hard enough let
alone having to wait in upense to find out the re ults of
my test. I'm sure I would be in a 'tate of
shock, denial, grief, regret, and anger all at
once
Regardles of whether or not I was infected, however, I would try to continue our
relationship. After all, this person i my Ignificant other and omeone whom I suppo edly love and have future plan with. Thi
would not change, instead our relationship
would hopefully grow stronger as time becomes more and more precious.
That sounds idealistic, and I am sure that
there would be many obstacles to overcome,
but a committed relationship should survive
in sickness and in health, just like the wedding vows state.

What's the Difference?
Mark ''Doc''Miller
Edi torial Staff

In recent news, some of the
brothers of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon chapter at Louisiana
State University participated in
a binge drinking game and the
event came to a tragic end with
five of the brothers hospitalized
and one dead. Instantly the
world was informed and reminded of the irresponsible nature that everyone automatically
associates with today's fraternity world. This story headlined
in papers all across the country.
The comments rang out clear as
a bell and the image of Greeks
everywhere were tarnished in
one fell swoop.
I must admit that the news
coverage of this sorrowful event
was impeccable. I honestly feel
that it was one of the better covered stories this year. Even the
Sun News had a very informative article on the incident. but
lets consider this: sixty fraternity men gave up there summer
this year to ride there bicycles
across the country to raise
money and awareness for

people with disabilities. This
event never made the cover of
USA Today. It did headline in
our newspaper, 1be Chanticleer.
This group raised over
$300,000 to help" build handicapped accessible playgrounds
for children with disabilities.
This event never 'made it to
popular shows such as "Inside
Edition" or "Hard Copy". This
group of •frat-boys' would cycle
up to seventy-five miles per day
and then take a day off at places
like the Roswell Association of
Retarded Citizens and spent the
day playing with the clients
there. This event never hit the
"NBC Nightly News".
I must agree that Greeks as a
whole are a higher risk group
than your average collegiate
club. However, collegiate athletes, non-Greek clubs, and
most college students have the
access to and take advantage of
the same events Greeks do.
Don't get me wrong, I know that
there are still some problems,
but it is not just the Greeks who
are irrespon ible. As a matter
of fact, Greeks have risk management policies, and insurance

to protect themselves and there
members under that type of
scrutin.y. Along with that,
Greeks, ~ this campus and everywhere, take the lead roles in
student governments, community servico projects, interschool proJPlDll1ing and educational everlts for Greeks and all
students.
What's the difference? The
difference is that Greeks are trying to make a difference. they
are trying to make things change
and it seems people are not
ready for that change. Ready or
not, here we come. That's right,
I am a Greek and damn proud.
So is 85% of the members of
Congress, 85% of Fortune 500
company c.E.O's, prominent
names in sports and show bu iness. The difference is that we
can '1 let go pf our stereotype
and think "hey, these college
kids are making a difference,
but we would rather hear about
when they screw up than when
they do something good. The
difference is that we think differently and act differently to
make a difference. That it elf,
is the difference.

TAKE PRIDE I
YOU PARK IT

WHERE

Thomas Daria
Edltona/ Board

Do we really ha e a parking problem on campu ?
It' amazing to watch the par mg frenzy ar und th
len e
e erdo er. C
and Wall building a the :30am cia tIm tI
with tudent whizzmg the aI Ie 100 n ~ r th la t fe
p
and talking to them elve , "C me on JU I ne m r p tIm
four minute late alread ,I need to par
l' . All th
pots are gone and as your braIn wor rapidly Ith creat! It~.
yo'] pull onto a nice patch of gra ne t to two othe who am ed
late, al 0 parked on the gras . Your now only eight minute and
by the time you get to clas y u' e only m} ed ten minute 0
lecture. Four hours later you return to your car ah a tIc el tat
ing you were parked improperly. "But all th pa e were ta en '
Hmmmm ...... .Ia t time I checked a portion of my tUItion goe
to the lanscaping of the campu and the peqple who peri rm th
duty. I think green gra 100 better than brown and d d gras ,
don't you? And then a fellow tudent felt it nece sary to par on
the grass? Maybe the Safety and Law enforcement pe onnel
should add on another five dollar to the tic e to help diffuse th
cost ofrevegetating the grass and repairing the muddy tire tread
that form.
An alternative to your "creativene s" i to park in the lot by
the tennis courts and baseball field. h' FREE, a word n t used
by many universitie any more, public or private. And it' CLOSE
whether you believe it or not. Yes, I here orne of you whmmg
and sniveling, " it's not near anything and too far to wal .'. I'm
sure many of my fellow students have vi ited fnend at much
larger universitie such as University of South Carolina ID Columbia or University of orth Carolina in Chapel Hill. Many
schools across the country like these two mentioned have their
closest parking for commuting students 15-30 minute wal from
their nearest class. On top of that., many of the parking facilitie
charge daily up to a dollar aday.1bem pictures of George Washington sure do make a nice stack after two serne ters. Fr m personal experimentation, jfl bypass the frenzy and drive directly to
the baseball field parking lot, park and wal to my first clas I can
be there probably sooner than the person spending time to ju Ify
parking on something we don't have much of. It takes five mmutes to walk to either the Science building or the Wall building
from the baseball field parking Jot and it hould only take you that
long if you had a greasy breakfast from a Myrtle Beach pancake
house in your belly.
We-faculty,staff and students- are fortunate to par
we do to our classroom ,lab and office . Our camp I
and compact which puts everything relati el clo by while here
One of the unfortunate aspects of going to school here i n t on
our campus but what surround i Poor urban planning for the
future by the people who govern the communitie and county that
surround our university has left people commutIng to campu WIth
no alternative but to travel on dangerou road and highway that
frequent with automobIle acciden . We all are late to campu
sometimes, be it traffic or the ix time you rna the nooze
button. So what if you can't park It thirty econd from th fr nt
door? The la t thing I can thin of to ay i a Iync from a
Spnngsteen tune: "We're all riders on thi tram." It Crul
down
the track, making top a few time a year to let ~ple off and
take on new one . The train can change' tra • run m re efficient and embrace the challenge of pulling more cars. It i up to
the people riding to take care of it together.

What do you think about the renovat·ons to the S uden Ce er?

"The food lines are too long,
but it's great otherwise."
--Wade Baker, junior

"I like to have a place to hang
out."
--Steven Vickers, freshman

"It's beautiful. It's more
welcoming. "
--Carrie Burdick, junior

"I like it. I wor here.
They are still working on
the game room."
--Matt Wofford, freshman
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QColumn

Improvement is key to women's volle
.continued success
Kit Kadlec

Women's VolleybaU:
Coastal Carolina Classic (Sept. 5-6)
Sept. 5, Friday- Belmont, 3 p.m.
Sept. 5, Friday- Stetson, 7 p.m.
Sept. 6, Saturday- Appalachian
St., 3 p.m.
Sept. 6, Saturday- East Carolina.
7 p.m.
Sept. 10, Wednesday- UNC
Wilmington, 7 p.rn.

o
o
o
o

o

Men's Soccer:
oSept. I, Monday- @Mercer
(Macon, GA), 7 p.m.

oSept. 6, Saturday- @Jacksonville
(Jacksonville. FL), 3 p.rn.
oSept. 7, Sunday- @Geo~a
Southern (Statesboro, GA), 4 p.m.

oSept. 13. Saturday- Catawba, 7
p.m.

oSept. 20, Saturday- Campbell. 7 p.m.
Men's and Women's

rrack:
oSept. 6. Saturday- @UNC
Wilmington (Wilmington, NC).
8:30a.m.
oSept. 13, Saturday- @USC
(Columbia, SC), 8:30 a.m.

Intramurals:
Preseason flag football entries are
due Sept. 3, and play begins Sept.
8-10. Flag football entries are due
Sept. 9, and play begins Sept. 15.
Sand Volleyball entries are due
Sept. 17, and play begins Sept. 22.
A forfeit bond of $20 will be due at
registration for all teams.

V lIeyhall:
Jefferson Cup at
Virginia
Friday, August 29
Coa stal 3 , Liberty 1
(1 5-9, 8 - 15, 15-13, 15-5)

I l linois 3, Coastal 0
(1 5-5, 15-6, 15 - 7)

Saturday, August 30
Deleware 3, Coastal 2
115-8, 9-15, 15-1'1, 15-10, IS-9)

Virginia 3, Coastal 1
(7 - 15, 15-3, 15-6, 15-9)

*Emrue Prowse named to
All-Tournament Team.

Soccer:
Preseason MatchesWednesday, August 20
Coastal 2, Life 1
Coastal Goals: Gudjon
Gudjonsson, Stuart Riddle.
Saturday, August 23
coastal 2, Franc~s Marion 1
coastal Goals: Jacob
Kurey, Scott Nelson

First Regular Season
MatchSunday, August 31
Coa stal 2 , So . Alabama 1
Coastal Goa l s: Jam~e
Chi~ro, Brdndon Bleakley

Announcements

There doesn't seem to be
much room for improvement
for this year's Coastal Carolina
volleyball team. In fact, the
most daunting task for coach
Tammi Lee as she enters her
fifth year in charge, is maintaining the number one spot in
the Big South Conference.
Last year's team finished 277, which marked Coastal's first
ever NCAA Tournament appearance.
We've improved every year.
We've gone from sixth place,
to third place, to first place. I
think with the k.!ds that we keep
bringing in, and the kids that
we have, we can stay at the
top," said Coach Lee.
This year, if Coastal wins
their conference, they will be
able to jump right into the
NCAA Tournament with an au. tomatic bid.
Last year, the Lady Chants
had to beat Tennessee-Chattanooga after winning the conference tournament last year.
They then went on to lose in
the first round of the NCAA
Tournament in Atlanta to Georgia Tech (13-5, 7-15,8-15).
Winning the conference will
not be a walk in the park. "I
think there is going to be a
close running for first," said
Lee. Liberty might be the closest next to Coastal with a strong
returning class. " I don't think
they lost anybody," said Lee:
UMBC, who was 12-2 in conference last year, should also
give Coastal a run. The Lady
Chants finished 13- 1 in conference last year.
Coastal lost few players last
year. The only starter not returning is outside hitter Roberta
Croteau. Her absence may be
very tough LO replace though.

Selected as Big South Tournament MVP, she was the only
Coastal player to make the AlIConference.team, or even make
Player of the Week.
A.probable replaceme~t for
Croteau is freshman Kacy
Fenili. Earlier in the year Lee
stated she hoped Fenili "would
come in and take Roberta's
spot." She has also added three
other new outside hitters,
Heather Ness, Courtney Welter,
and Jelena Mirkovic.
Returning starters are seniors Amy Bambenek (375
kills) and Colette Pawlyk (1191
assists), junior Wendy Kutz
( 119 kills), and sophomores
. Alicia Pulchinski (218 digs)
and Emme Prowse (405 kills).
Last year Coastal set a
school record for most kills
(1,832). Lee attributes this to
"better setting, better hitting,
just more maturity." When
asked if it was possible to improve kills even more, she
laughed, "it better improve!"
Coastal will face some very
good teams, and because of
this, they are slowly gaining
more respect in the league.
Coastal's first four games this
year on August 29th and 30th
were against Liberty, IllinOIS,
Delaware, and Virginia. All
four games were played at Virginia. "Right now our nonconference schedule is tougher
than our con ference schedule,"
said Lee. That was very evident last year when six of seven
losses came in non-conference
competitIOn.
This year is very important
to Coastal to prove that last
year was not a fluke. "We're
coming of1'a victory year, that's
for sure," said Lee. She feels
as long as her team keeps improving, the future looks very
promising.

Intramurals
are a great way
to get in shape
and meet new
friends
Kit Kadlec

Intramurals are just beginning, and if you are looking for
a way to get more involved and
having lots of fun too, this is
the best way.
Some of the tournaments
coming up in early Serl~mber
include: fl ag football, and volleyball, watcrpolo, pickle ball (I
do n't know clther), fri. bee
whifflcball, badminton, mdoor
volleyball, and 3 on 3 ba ketball.
If you are more intere tcd
in more extreme sport , try
white" ater rafting, and sea
kaydkmg m late Septcmber.
Club sport are al '0 aVdilahle mcludIng la ro~ e, s c cr,
urfmg underwater di mg
dance and swimnung.

If you don't want the responsibIlity of bemg on a team, but
just want some good exercise
many facilities are available to
accomodate you.
ll1ere i . a weIght room, dance
studIO, g) m, aquatic center,
raquctball courts, and volleyball court, basketball court, track
complex. tenni~ court, multipurpose field, and a challenge
cour e.
For those of you who w hme
that C a tal d -'nt hd e npugh
to do, thiOi should give you plenty
of idea. The onl \\ a the e
program wIll work I if you,·the
'itlident come ut and Join.

A lady Chanticleer practices serving the ball in the
Williams Brice Physical Education Center

File photo

File ph"'tJ

A Coastal player looks for a way to get the ball past a
couple of opponents in a home game

Brand new soccer team
hopes to please fans
Christina Young
Can they survive while under reconstruction? With only
one returning starter, Coastal
soccer could be in for a long
year.
"We're just a brand new
team. One starting player, how
do you rebuild havmg that?".
said Head Coach. Paul Banta.
Junior, Jason Garrett is the lone
returner.
Last year was a new experience for Coach Banta as the
team finished sixth in their conference. "We have always been
either number one or number
two in our conference since I
have appeared after our first season . We're now number four.
We have a brand new team. We
should be down at the boltom ."
Early injuries sabatoged la t
year hopes of anothcr trip to thc
• CAA Tourn amcnt. "Last year
was a tragic year in that we 10 t
eight to ni ne player before we
even played our lir t game."
Forward, Jacob Kurey and de
fen Ive back MIchael VrankO\ ic
hop to playa bIgger role thl
ycar, after bing ide-lined du
to injur) la t eason
Thi )car team J \cry
young ThC) have 1 frc hman

five sophmores and three juniors. Looking toward the future this may be a good investment by Coach Banta.
"We got a lot of new players who can play," said Banta.
To make it easier on a brand
new team, Banta said the
schedule "is really, really easy."
When asked about the
chances of the Chants returning to the NCAA Tournament
this year, Coach Banta replied
"That's not realistic yet. This
is our goal, to be in our conference tournament. We' re hosting it. It's embarru;sing not to
be in it."
Missed opportunitics also
plagued last year's team. "We
honestl y counted in a ll our
game that we hould ha e
scored 35 morc goal~." Coa tal
wa out ored 32 2 In total
goal la t year.
Although th y're young and
inexperienced, the Chant are
2-0 In pre- a on game
The. e 26 men hope to pro e
m thmg thl ea n. to themhe , Coach Banta and au
the fan

~
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Oakland Raiders
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Greek Life

Announcement

Pi Kappa Alpha Wins Director's Cup,
Largest Fraternity on Campus Jeff Simon
Guest writer

Pi Kappa Alpha, the largest
Fraternity on campus with fiftythree members, is now preparing for its defense of the
Director's Cup.
The Director's Cup is given
to the "organization of campus
with the biggest participation
and achievement on campus,"
according to Pi Kappa Alpha
Athletic Director Jeff Simon.
Last year Pi Kappa Alpha

competed in sports such as flag
football, sand volleyball, indoor
volleyball, indoor volleyball,
waterpolo ( and tube
waterpolo), basketball, soccer
and softball.
Pi Kappa Alpha fielded two
to four times as many teams as
any other fraternity and dominated play in most sports. Their
flag football team was undefeated on campus and went to
Georgia Southern University
and won its pool. The.. fraternity not onlr won the CCU flag

football championship but the
softball championship as well.
This fall Pi Kappa Alpha
will compete in flag football,
sand volleyball, waterpolo ,
picKelball, tennis, ultimate
frisbee, wiffieball, badminton,
volleyball, tnree-on-three basketball, lacrosse, and roller
hockey.
With its large number of
members, Pi ~appa Alpha will
field many excellent teams and
hopes this year can be an even
bigger success.

Tri Sigma's get wet for charity
Jamie Hillard
Guest writer

•

•

Congratulations to the newly marned couple,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Drury. Best of luck in the future

FileplwUJ

Congratulations Jen and Sam
The fraternity of Pi Kappa Phi would like to extend congratulations to their newly married brother Sam Drury and his new wife
Jen Collings.
Sam and Jen were married in her hometown of Spartenburg,
South Carolina on August 9th joined by family and friends.
Sam ar.d Jen are both full time students at Coastal and are both
heavily involved in Coastal activities and Greek life
Best of luck to them both. It couldn't happen to two nicer
people.

Gamma Phi Beta
welcomes students
back for fall semester
Erika Roderiguez
Guest writer

Gamma phi beta would like
to welcome everyone back for
another great semester at
Coastal.
We're very excited about the
upcoming semester. We've already begun planning many activities including retreats, car
washes, and the annual Gamma

Phi Beta Golf tournament
scheduled for October 19.
We are very happy to have
Ross Bryan, the students Activities coordinator in Coastal
community.
We're looking forward to
Coastals biggest fall rush. We
encourage everyone to come
out.
We wish all of the sororities and fraternities Good Luck
with their rush. Let's go Greek!

Sigma Sigma Sigma one of
Coastal newly installed soroities
got offf and running this semester with a fundraising car wash
on Saturday, August 30th.
Held outside of Yesterday's
Nite Life, Tri Sigma, in conjunction with the Sigma Phi

Epsilon fraternity, washed away
from eleven a.m. till two p.m.
Although the sky w~ cloudy,
the weather was warm and humid.
Many out-of-staters stopped
by to clean their bug smeared
cars after their long trips. The
highlight of the day was a large
delivery truck which car washers climbed onto to ensure it

was ssqueky clean. Profits from
the car wash will hwlp Tri
Sigma's philanthropy, the
Robby Rage Memorial, which
aids sick children.
Future car washes are
planned
for
upcoming
Saturday's. •

Alpha Sigma Alpha excited about
the upcoming year
Jessica Day
SIIIJ/ wriU,

Welcome back, everyone!
Hope everyone had a great summer. We are excited about the
fall semester and especially
Rush.
This past summer several of
our sisters went to Towson University in Maryland, where we
attended LDI 1997. We had a

great time and learned a lot from
fellow Alpha Sigma Alpha
members from along the east
cost.
I want to congratulate my
sisters for the great job we did
during Greek Week last semester, where we won the Greek
Week Award! Let's do it again
this year.

We encourage any girls who
are not part of a Greek organization to sign up for fall Rush.
You can register in the Student Center September 2-5 from
lO:OOam- 2:00pm. There is a
$5 sign-up fee.
Good luck to everyone in
your faIl semester!

Rho Pi holds first RUSH
The sisters of Rho Pi would
like to welcome everyone back!
Already the sisters are busy
planning activities and projects
for the semester. On August

28th, Rho Pi's first formal rush
was held. It was ajoyous occasion.
The sisters would like to
thank all who attended . Again,
welcome back and be on the
lookout for upcoming events.

Let us know
what your chapter is doing!!
The Chanticleer invites all fraternities and soroitities

to submit articles concerning your chapter. Articles
are subject to editing and limited to space available.
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Campus Times

Female cyberwarriors take Art Department To
Get New Computers
the challenge :) :) :)
HanselVam
Stuff writer

BanseiVarn
Stuffwritu

In the computer gaming industry, one thing about action
games has remained constant.
The male, reigns supreme.
From Doom to Duke Nukem,
the central character has almost
always been a male.
The only time a female was
ever shown was if she was to be
rescued from the clutches of
evil, and almost always scantily clad.
The notion that only a man
can save the world changed this
year when Lara Croft. adventurer and archeologist from the
game Tomb Raider, was released, and quickly became a
best-seller, being a particular
favorite among women players
of all ages. Tomb Raider even
won Action Game of The Year
from PC Gamer, a magazine
dedicated to the PC as a gaming platfonn.
Tomb Raider takes place in
various environments, including
temples, ice caverns, and even
a rain forest. Some of the adversaries she must face include
dinosaurs, wolves, bears, and

the occasional competing archeologist. It is your job in the
game to control Lara and help
recover an artifact known as
Scion. The Game takes place
from a third person perspective
allowing the player to admire
the terrain in all its polygonal
beauty.
Another game becoming
increasingly popular with
women in Quake. Quake is a
first-person action were the only
goal is to acquire weapons and
kill or be killed.
Although th~ game has been
out for weB over a year now,
female players were hardly ever
mentioned within the online
Quake community. This all
changed however when the first
female Quake tournament was
started by T.E.N. (Total Entertainment Network) this year and
is being considered a great success.
Over one-hundred female
players signed up, with the
eventual goal of eight finalist
fighting it out for glory and
prizes in Los Angeles.
In another surprising twist,
one female Quake player from

Texas, Stevie Case decided to
challenge one of Quakes creators, John Romero to a game.
Not only did Case, who goes
by KiIlCreek while playing the
game, holding her own against
Romero, she defeated him.
In the coming wave of
gaming titles more than ever
will have female characters in
them, among these are Hexen
II, Diakatana, Unreal, Tomb
Raider 2, and even Quake II.
Although in the past games for
females leaned toward the
more nonviolent side. It seems
to be women who are crying
out for more action, and the
software companies are more
than happy to oblige.
For more infonnation on
Women and Quako to Tomb
Raider, follow these links"
Quake Women's Forum
http://www.planetquake.coml
QWF/qwf.html
Tomb Raider Homepage
http://www.tombraider.coml
PC Gamer Magazine
http://www.pcgamer.com
Total Entertainment Network
http://www.ten.net

Shakespeare's ulius
Caesar opens Wheelwright Season at CCU
Submitted by the
Office of Public Infonnation

William Shakespeare's
sweeping political epic Julius
Caesar opens Coastal Carolina
University'S 1997-1998 Wheelwright Season on Friday, Sept.
5 at 7:30 p.m.
The play is being presented
by the Aquila 1beatre Company
of London, an acclaimed professional touring organization.
TIckets are $15, $5 for students.
Considered Shakespeare's
greatest Roman tragedy, Julius
Caesar depicts an empire tom
by political intrigue and conspiratorial conflict.
The dramatic story of
Caesar's violent murder and the
bitter civil war that follows

serves as a backdrop to the
internal struggle of Brutus as he
faces the consequences of his
involvement in the assassination. As a commentary of politics and ethics, Julius Caesar
has a timeless relevance.
Founded in 1990, the
Aquila Theatre Company has
earned an international reputation as one of the foremost touring classical theatre troupes.
Members of Aquila have been
trained at Great Britain's top
drama academies, including the
Royal Academy of Dramatic
Arts, the London Academy of
Music/Drama/Art, and the
Royal Scottish Academy.
Aquila's actors have appeared with some of the United
Kingdom's most prestigious
companies including the Royal
Shakespeare Company, the

Royal National Theatre, and the
Gate Theatre-Dublin.
Members of the company
wiJ] lead a workshop for
Coastal theatre students as part
of the Aquila Education Program, which has been presented at colleges, universities,
museums, and schools throughout the United Kingdom, the
United States and Canada.
Aquila will conduct residences at 42 North American
theatres and universities during
a 25-week period including
multiple performances in Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Nashville. Under
the direction of Aquila's artistic director Robert Richmond,
this new production of Julius
Caesar is touring the United
States prior to its London run.

HIV I AIDS
H their is anyone on campus who has been in any
way touched by mv or AIDS, please contact The
Chanticleer. Your meeting will be held confidential.

The Art Department will be
receiving ten new computers for
use in their Graphics Design, Art
Eduaction, arid 2D Design
classes. The new computers are
UMAX C600E's which are
Macintosh clones. The C600E
is equipped with a 200 MHz
603E processor, 32 megabytes
RAM, a 2.9 gigabyte hard disk
drive, a 17-inch color monitor,
and a built in ZIP drive.
The UMAX computers were
chosen over Macintosh after
comparing price and features.
One of the key features on the
UMAX model was the ZIP drive.
The ZIP drive will give students
practically unlimited storage
space for their work. Since
UMAX is a Macintosh clone, the

new computers will still give
students a chance to work on
equipment that most of the
graphics design community is
using. Macintosh's are used in
graphics design primarily for
the speed at which they can
handle graphics. Although the
perfonnance gap is closing between IBM campatible PC's
and Mac's, the Mac -still edges
over the IBM compatible PC in
graphics.
The new computers will replace the deaprtments agining
Machintosh Perfornlas and will
a1low students to create larger
and more comples designs in
less time that the older
comuters. Having ten computers instead of the four currently
in use wil mean that art students
will have more individual access.

13a p+ls+ Student Union
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-The Joy of the Lord Is Our Strength"
BSU PARTIES PACK THE HOUSE!
Bryan Fields
Guest writer

As the Fall Semester of 1997
got underway, so did BSU (Baptist Student Union) and their
weekly meetings. August 21 was
their annual "Fall Meal" in front
of the donns. It featured a cookout, a local live band "Starfable"
and a great time.
Approximately 200 students
came out to enjoy the event that
was co-sponsered by the Fellowship of Christian Atheletes
(FCA).
August 25 was BSU's first
formal meeting; 42 students
came out to enjoy the free sub
sandwiches and an opportunity
to meet fellow students.
Their second meeting was
full of surprises. The group of
thirty five students came out on
the Labor Day holiday and were
treated to a campus wide scavenger hunt and a pizza dinner.
They certainly got their exercise.
BSU is a club on campus that
offers a place for students to
come out, meet new people, have
a free meal and talk about Christian issues. "No, you do not have
to be Baptist to attend; everyone
is welcome at all of their meetings and events."
Some of their upcoming
events include a free concert
sponsered by the Rick Gage Crusade on September 6 at 7:00PM
in the Wheelwright Auditorium.
A two week Bible study on re-

lationships starting in September and a trip to an outdoor
movie on October 6.
Also, BSU will attend a huge
four state convention where
over 4,000 college students
from Alabama, Tennesee, Georgia and South Carolina will
gather on October 31- November 2. The event is going to be
held in Athens, Georgia.
Many speakers, several
bands, student conferences, and
Christian fellowship will be the
main focus. This is sure to be
an exciting weekend.
BSU meets at 6:30PM every
Monday in Room 208 of the
Student Center.
If you are interested in learning more about BSU or just
want to make your life more
exciting please contact Bryan
Fields at 248-3608 or stop by
on Mondays. See you there!
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Traveling through Eu ope, stude
realization of how sail ou
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,

Dari Wright
GTlILSI
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Dari Wright spent the spring semester of 1997 studying at
Johannes Kepler Uoiversitat in Linz, Austria.

writer

The square is full of merchants selling tourist goods, full
Of children feeding the hundreds
of pigeons and from the distance a bell chimes. It is noon
in Krokaw Poland.
Sounds of a trumpet come
from the top floor of the church,
the church which only a few
minutes ago chimed the hour.
The trumpeters song rings
throughout the square and then
in the middle of the song it quits.
He pauses and them starts again.
Once again he quits before the
ong is finished. The legend is
as follows:
Once upon a time, along
time ago, before America was
even a thought, the Turks would
attack Poland. lbis church was
the highest point within
Krokaw, and a trumpeter was
the watch guard. His job was
to warn the people when the
Turks were attacking.
The arrow found its target
and killed the Trumpeter. He
died before finishing his warning song. To this day a Trumpeter plays that same song, and

alway stops before finishing in
memory of the past
I am with an Italian, an Englishman. and another American on this trip. And e all
stopped to bear the music of the
trumpeter. Our cultural differences were forgotten as the

Once again
he quits before the song
is finished.
The legend·
as foUo .•.
music rang out paying homage
to the past
I had the opportunity to live
in Austria for four months. I
learned all about the Austrian
empire, and then had the chance
to learn about the countne
around Austria. I met peop e
from all over the world, and
learned their customs, beliefs,
and legends through their own
eyes. It was on this journey, that
I realized just ho small the
world really is, and how much
I still have to learn. I have
enough stories to fill a book. and

Student takes advan age 0
CCU's study abroad progra s
Brandon T Snider
Guest writer

As a student who was lucky
enough to be involved with one
of Coastal's many study abroad
programs, I think every student
should, at least, consider spending time overseas.
I chose one of the programs
in England, where I attended
Nene College in Northampton.
And let me tell you, I had the
best time of my life!
In January of this year, I
boarded a plane with twentynine other students from
Coastal, Charleston, Winthrop,
and Lander Universities, not
knowing what to expect when
the plane touched down. Well,
what I got was an experience I'll
never forget.
England is an amazing country rich with history, and you
better believe I aw it all. You
can travel from one end to the
other in less than a day. You
can't do that here!
Here in the USA, we consider "old" to be about 100
years, but over there some of the
building are from the 1300s'!
Did you hear me? 1300s'! And
the pubs were also one of the
highlights, from what I remember. But be warned, if Miller
Lite is the darkest beer you
drink, get ready for a big surprise. English beer is a bit
harsher than American beer. but

with my accent, as
I was with theirs.
Especially the
Scottish accent.
"Ahm gun fer
anoothe peent",
tran lates to, .. I
am getting another beer." Al 0,
one must be prepared to dance. I
danee like a seizure victim, but
over there so do
they, so it all
worked ~ut quite
well.
They have a
good music scene
too, which seems
to be working its
way 0 er here.
Prodigy,
Jamiroq uai, and
the Spice Girl
were all estabIi hed in England
wh"n we arrived,
but hadn't made it to the USA
yet.
As a matter of fact, the first
night we were there, I asked
who the Spice Girl were and
the bartender looked at me a if
I had asked her to donate a lcid-

WILL get 100 . I did

ney. Little did I know that they
would oon take over the world.
For Spring Break, I was fortunate to meet orne friend
from Coastal who were i iting
London for British 1lleatre c1as
(. ee Profe sor Shackelford for

ternational
rograms, Prince 105or call e 2054.
for Geoff p1arsons

e

details about this year' trip).
We had a lot of fun.
London is a cool city,
you can do the "tourist thing"
during the day and hit ·'the
scene" at night We had three
weeks for Spring Break, so I
also had the chance to visit
Spain and orway, both of
which were amazing. And if
you are worried that your
c1asses might be too tough, and
you wouldn't have time to
travel. you are wrong! I had
three classes, one of which t
up extra time because it was a
play production, and I till bad
time to do it all, and [ got good
grades to boot.
~inall ,
make ure you befriend an Engli h
pe on to teach you
the lingo. Shagging
OT dancing. and Fann i
no your rear end
and I yo sa either of the to the
wrong people. ou

after awhile, you acquire a
taste for it.
I met so many people,
and I still keep in touch with
them. They all were fasc'

o it
n
n m gam
plan, and yes it set me hac a
semester, but e en the small t
memory tba I cheri h i
onh
more than graduating a m ter early.
I mel orne of the rno
wonderful, infuriating pe pI
imaginable and learned to love
many of them, and r peet all
of them. At the sam timel
able to convince them that
that
w
meal, and that MiamI,
York, and
Angele
different as Amsterdam Bertin,
and Budapest.

If you ant t go t
another country ft r a sem ter;
ha e the time of your life;
famou cities and m numen
(hey id It' Big Ben!);
D
only ha e to pay
tuitIOn,
then go see Geoff Parson in
International Office ri ht n
Tru t me. You won't regret ill

Attention

All Tra e ers
An

0

ha e parti ipat d in
tud

ar
about our experienc
The Chanticl r
office' located in
Room 203 of Th
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Arts & En ertainment
NEW RELEASES ...
She's So Lovely [R]
3 stars
This film is a randy one to
describe. I wrestled with my
feelings about the film for some
time before the ability to put pen
to paper could find me. This
fact alone earns the movie high
marks in my book. Any movie
that actually manages to speak
to its audiences, all but force
them to think, is a piece of quality work.
She's So Lovely features a
talented cast including Sean
Penn, wife Robin Wright Penn,
and John Travolta. These three
portray "Eddie", "Maureen"
and "Joey", respectively.
The story that follows brings
the audience first into contact
with Eddie and Maureen. Their
lives, their shortcomings, and,
eventually, their tragedy make
up the movies first half.
This portion is a grim but
realistic depiction of a couple
battling the plagues of alcol.JIism, drug-addiction, and unplanned parenthood among a
host of other problems which
are usually commonplace.

These other problems become
tragic in and of themselves as
we learn more about the players and how their twisted lives
magnify every aspect oflife into
chaos.
Joey enters, and the love triangle proceeds to bring turmoil
and ruin to them all. This movie
was excellent in all of its aspects, but is as far from "feelgood" as a film can get.
If you appreciate a film that
manages to capture the realities
of existence in a turbulent city,
full of twisted and misguided
emotions, She s So Lovely will
find its way into your heart. If
you can't bring yourself to pay
for that much sadness, at least
give it a chance on video.

Air Force One [R]
3 and a half stars
This film really grabs on tight
and doesn't let go! Although
not as current as other end-ofthe-summer box office attempts, Air Force One is still
holding its own in the charts.
Still rated third in total receipts
for the weekend of August 2224, according to The Sun News,
this film has made over $150
million since its release.
Beyond its popullUity, however, Air Force One is a triumphant effort. Film maker
Wolfgang Peterson (In The Line
of Fire, Das Boot) has created
one of this year's most suspenseful and action-packed dramas.

The film stars Harrison Ford
as u.s. President James
Marshall. Ford, of course, is
widely known for his action/adventure roles in both the Star
Wars and Indiana Jones trilogies. Gary Oldman (The Professional, State of Grace) also
stars as Russian hijacker Egor
Korshunov. These two gentlemen head up an all-star cast,
including Glenn Close (Fatal
Attraction) as the Vice-President of the U.S. (I'd probably
vote for her) and Jurgen
Prochnow (Dune) as General
Alexander Radek.
The plot ensues as
Kroshunov demands the release
of General Radek in exchange
for the Ii ves of the President, his
family, and his staff. VicePresident Kathryn Bennett
works from Washington to deal
with the terrorists and negotiate
the President's safe return.
If you're looking for a movie
that has all the action and intrigue that two hours can hold,
keep this one in mind. Certainly, this film is not common
Oscar fare. However, if wasting
away a hot, sticky afternoon is
all that your agenda holds, this
film can't be beat.
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: the Park Series is
: sponsored by
• Coastal Productions.
•
• The concerts will be
•• held Fridays in
•• Spandoni Park. The
•• frrst concert will be
•• on August 22nd. The
.
• second concert WIll
•• be on August 29th.
•• Be sure to check
: your Campus Calen: dar see when the
: next concert will be
: held and to 'see if
: your favorite local
: band will be per: forming.

·
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Celluloid mirrors
reality in lives of

modern women
Cheryl Butler-Adams
Stajfwriter

tally. Pushing herselfto the liI1lits cost her physical pain, depG.!. Jane opened last week rivation of sleep and signaled
nationwide to an attentive au- the end of her menstrual cycle.
dience, in the midst of several
Believing that someday her
real-life G.!. Jane'ers both at the life and the lives of the men that
Citadel and the Virginia Mili- she calls colleagues will depend
on their acceptance of her. She
tary Institute.
If art imitates life then the decrowns herself, by shedding
women attending these all-male her locks of shoulder length hair
schools for the first time cer- in a private ceremony in the
tainly have their hands full. barbers quarters. Moore moves
Between the press, the govern- into the male barracks, believment officials and other cadets, ing separate is not always equal.
a normal school year will defiShe showers when the men
nitely elude them.
have finished, sleeps in the
Demi Moore can attest to the same barracks and even has a
kind of year they are going to conversation with her Master
have, because she portrays a Sergeant while she is naked in
Navy Lieutenant who is thrust the shower. Of course he looked
into the lime light by an over- straight into her eyes.
bearing Congresswoman,
The movie has some very
played by Anne Bancroft. Demi powerful scenes that include
is chosen to infiltrate the male beatings that only the United
dominated, shoot' em-up-and- States deems necessary and
blow-up-whatever-moves-after, . does not consider abuse.
Navy SEALS.
I have talked to some miliUnbeknownst to Demi, her tary personnel both past, and
mission, should she decide to present and most find the notion
take it, is to simply fail. The of a female SEAL disturbing. I
SEAL training camp is designed don't know if it's such a far
to be both mentally and physi- fetched idea.
cally draining. Cadets are enI do know that if a woman is
couraged to ring a very visible prepared to go where no other
bell three times to signal there woman has gone before. she
departure from the program.
shouldn't have to go through
Moore goes through excru- this total metamorphosis to be
ciating pain and transfonns her- equal to her ordinary countersclfinlo "one of the boys" men- Dart.

r---------·--------~I

I Campus Emergengecy Phone Number

Free seat with purchase, college 10 required

:

347-2911

I
I
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~t.·ach.:l ~a.rtc:.g·
Jeff Farley
Staffwrilu

On the fifth of September,
Coastal Productions will welcome local band Latitude to
campus. The band's appearance will mark this semester's
third installment in CP's "Concert in the Park" series. Show

&;

r>artrJ m:usic

Featuring Tom Becker on guitar and Michelle Becker on keyboards, Latitude specializes in
playing a wide variety of popular favorites. When asked what
one word best describes their
musical style Michelle replied,
"Ver'atility." Tom emphasized
this description. adding that their
repertoire includes all "the best
music from James Taylor to

James Brown."
. Tom and Michelle have been
playing together for three year .
Each of them, however, has a cumulated a lengthy and impressive biography during their
respective term in the mu ic industry.
Tom toured for two year' as
a member of 60' folk-group
The New Chri tje Min trels. In

addition, he has opened for uch
hit arti 'ts as Willie eI on, JefT)
Lee Lewl . and Ray Charle .
ong, "Sailor", wa apHi
pro ed by the UOIt d State
a y for u e In the 19 7 p ning ceremony for th U.S. aval Memorial In Wa hington
D.C.
Likewi e, Michelle ha
shared the tage with numerou
mu ical luminarie .
ot only
ha he appeared at th Grand
Olde Opry in ashville but on
stage all 0 er the country, ith
all manner of performer. From
Motown acts u h as the Drifter Platter, and Coaster to
country sen aHon Lee Greenwood. loU! Mandrell, and Th

Gatlin ,Micheli . e penen e
has I Id th gr u d

ne
me
p ~ nn In an up omm ('
rtmthePar gl enb Co
Produ tlon
Th band a tuall) form d b
a merging of two
band . The m mbe

The band member of Latitude are married coupleTom and Michelle Becker. The Beckers
have been playing together for three years. They will be appeearing at CCU for The Concert in the Park Series, held by Coastal Productions

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Check Out These Local Bands
Compiled by Je.uica Day

Hurricane Cove: Furious Styles
Thursday; 1O:3Opm
No Cover

The Parrot: 11m's Rabbit
Tuesday; after IO:OOpm

Royal Oak Tavern: Rob Wastepaper
Thursday; ll:00pm
No Cover

Swell's Beach Club: Skunk Boy
Tuesday; lO:00pm
No Cover
Pale Horse
Wednesday; midnight
No Cover
Daddy 0
Thursday; II :OOpm
No Cover

Michael Prince and
TI t
Hilburn DeVin MI hael and
Kn t all attend ceu, and J hn
goe to Horry Techmcal In tltute.
John taught him elf ho to
play the ba • while D in
taught him elf how to play th
guitar. John and De In met at
chuf h and combined their talent with orne other friend
forming the band Ju uce.
Michael and Kri t, who make
up the band, Variou Arti ls.
In 1995 these two bands
combined to form the altema-

••
••
••
•••
•••
••
••
••
••
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and the urr undmg around
them.
You can get a 1a te of
Bh ter on September 19 when
they will be playmg on camp
at 12:45pm.

-_.
__ .
The Cellar Door

.......... -----------

:•

109 behmd their ng,
are m plred b th Ir
n II

Concert Series

Wed., Sept. 10 MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
On Sale ow
with special guests Bim Skala Bim, Drop Kick Murphy, Amazing Royal Crown
The Ritz, Raleigh, C
8:00pm $15.00 General Admission
919-834-4000
Thur., Sept. II MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTO ES
On Sale ow
with special guests Bim Skala Bim, Drop Kick Murphy, Amazing Royal Crown
Grady Cole Center, Charlotte, NC
8:00pm $] 5.00 General Admission
704-522-6500
Sat., Sept. 20 LUTHER VANDROSS & VE ESSA WILLIAMSOn Sale ow
Greensboro Coliseum, Greensboro, C
7:00pm $39.75 & $27.50 Re erved
910-852- 1] 00
Fri .• Sept. 26 JEFF FOXWORTHY
On Sale Now
with special guest TBA
Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium, Spartanburg, SC
8:00pm $25.75 Reserved
864-233-2525
Sun., Sept. 28 JOH FOGERTY
On ale 8/23
Ovens Auditorium, Charlotte, C
8:00pm $30.00 & $25.00 Reserved
704-522-6500

__________________
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!Weleome back Students!
Join Liberty Friday September 5th
from 4pm til 8pm for .
a happy hour party with
live Reggae
by "Painted Man" ,
Come support your professors
on Saturday September 6th when the'
Brian Nance Band
will be performing from
9pm tillpm

*c5p ecia[*

free double prlnis wi
each rollo/35mm developed
expires JI30197

(S03) 44S--6054

;We also offer*
5 min. 0nlaryeInenis

*?assporl !Ph%s
*Yaxes

*Gopys
2701

X JC"n!ls JiW!! !Jl{ YJ. eSC.

29577

roadway at the Beach
626·HOPS

RITY STUDENT
& MIXER

SEPTEMBER 3, 1997
ORIEN IAIION @ 3 pm
MIXER@5pm
ADMISSIO S BLD•
. PRESENTED

BY
MINORITY STUDENT SERVICES
COASTAL CAROUNA UNIVERSITY

